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Abstract

The term Block Turbo Code typically refers to the iterative decoding of a serially

concatenated two-dimensional systematic block code. This paper introduces a

Vector Turbo Code that is irregular but with code rates comparable to those of a

Block Turbo Code (BTC) when the Bahl Cocke Jelinek Raviv (BCJR) algorithm

is used. In Block Turbo Codes, the horizontal (or vertical) blocks are encoded

first and the vertical (or horizontal) blocks second. The irregular Vector Turbo

Code (iVTC) uses information bits that participate in varying numbers of trellis

sections, which are organized into blocks that are encoded horizontally (or

vertical) without vertical (or horizontal) encoding. The decoding requires only

one soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoder. In general, a reduction in complexity,

in comparison to a Block Turbo Code was achieved for the same very low

probability of bit error (10−5). Performance in the AWGN channel shows that

iVTC is capable of achieving a significant coding gain of 1.28 dB for a 64QAM

modulation scheme, at a bit error rate (BER) of 10−5over its corresponding

Block Turbo Code. Simulation results also show that some of these codes perform

within 0.49 dB of capacity for binary transmission over an AWGN channel.

Keywords: BCJR algorithm; Block Turbo Code; Extrinsic Information Transfer

function; Log-MAP; Irregular Coding.

Introduction

The introduction of iterative decoding (i.e.,Turbo Codes) by Berrou et al. in [10] has

significantly reduced the transmit power required to achieve negligible BER with

moderate to large complexity in digital communication systems. Originally designed

for low code rates, i.e., code rates 1/3 and 1/2, the Turbo Code (TC) achieved a

very low BER, e.g., 10−5 with average bit energy to noise energy ratio (Eb/No)

close to Shannon’s theoretical limit in an AWGN channel. For the decoding of the

constituent codes, Berrou used a modified version of the BCJR algorithm [1] known

as the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm. Due to its moderate complexity and

[a]t.ofarrell@sheffield.ac.uk
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high coding gain, the Turbo Code has been widely adopted as the channel codec

in modern wireless systems [4]. Iterative decoding of product codes, also known

as Turbo Product Codes (TPC) or Block Turbo Codes (BTC), using a soft-input

soft-output decoder was later introduced by Pyndiah [11]. The BTC also achieved

a very low BER (10−5) with an Eb/No close to Shannon’s theoretical limit in an

AWGN channel. Pyndiah introduced a new decoding scheme, “the Chase-Pyndiah”

soft decoder, where a selected list of code words is used to produce soft-outputs from

the Chase decoder, since Chase is a hard decision decoder. This is implemented by

searching for the least reliable bits in a code word and then generating test vectors

by flipping some of these least reliable bits. The complexity of this decoder is a

function of the number of bits flipped. Of importance in this channel codec is its

high code rate, making it very useful for high data rate communication systems.

In the channel codecs described above, two soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoding

components are used, which leads to a very low BER performance.

The unequal protection of information bits has recently been of interest, from the

design of an irregular Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) code [12] to the design

of an irregular Turbo Code [16]. Significant performance benefits stem from the

extra protection on some of the transmitted bits. An irregular Turbo Code was

first proposed by Brendan and McKay in [15], where a coding gain of 0.23 dB at a

BER of 10−4 was demonstrated over the corresponding regular Turbo Code in an

AWGN channel using BPSK modulation. In [16], Sawaya improved the system BER

performance of the scheme proposed by Brendan by using an alternative irregular

bit pattern to obtain a coding gain of 0.24 dB at 10−6 BER compared to the regular

Turbo Code. The irregular Turbo Codes described in [16] and [15] utilized a single

recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder and a single SISO decoder. This

reduced the complexity of the decoder compared to the regular Turbo Code but

still required very large frame sizes and high numbers of iterations (i.e., about 100).

Recent publications have focused on irregular turbo codes such as in [14] and [6]

to achieve a very low BER. In this paper, a new irregular iterative coding scheme,

termed an irregular Vector Turbo Code (iVTC) to distinguish it from a BTC, is

presented. Unlike the BTC, which uses both row and column encoding, the iVTC

uses only horizontal encoding without vertical encoding (or vice versa). Specifically,

the new iVTC uses:
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1) Binary BCH codes as inner block codes.

2) Row encoding only.

3) A single SISO decoder.

4) A single extrinsic information computational block.

Our results show that the iVTC exhibits greater design flexibility, enhanced sys-

tem BER performance and lower implementation complexity than the best known

BTCs. For a 64QAM modulation scheme in AWGN, the iVTC achieves a significant

coding gain of 1.28 dB at 10−5 BER over its corresponding BTC and is closer to

the Shannon theoretical limit as determined by the Extrinsic Information Transfer

(EXIT) function of the iVTC.

Notation: The following notation is used throughout this paper: let V denote a

matrix, v a vector of length|v| and v a scalar of magnitude|v|.

The paper’s structure follows. Section II describes the iVTC encoder whereas

Section III describes the corresponding decoder, including a detailed explanation

of the extrinsic information exchange between the SISO decoding block and the

extrinsic computation block. Simulation results of the system BER performance

are presented and discussed in Section IV together with an analysis of the decoding

complexity. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section V.

Methods/Experimental

The experiments and simulations in this paper were done using MATLAB with an

AWGN channel. In this study, a single decode iteration of an iVTC consists of only

one Log-MAP calculation whereas in a TPC a single decode iteration consists of

two Log-MAP calculations.

Information regarding the designs used can be found in sections II, III and IV

along with comparisons made between the TPC and the iVTC.

The Irregular Vector Turbo Code (iVTC) Encoder (Section II)

In a BTC a block or matrix K ∈ Bk x k of information bits is encoded horizontally

first and vertically second (or vice versa) in a block format [11], where B denotes

a binary Galois field over F2. By reading horizontally into the first encoder and

vertically into the second encoder, a block interleaver is realized. In contrast, in an

iVTC the bits of an information vector k ∈ Ba×1 are repeated to generate a vector

g ∈ Bk×1, where a < k. Then k such vectors are concatenated to form a longer
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vector h ∈ Bk2
×1, which is randomly interleaved to form the vector h̃ ∈ Bk2

×1.

Vector h̃ is partitioned into k shorter vectors g̃ ∈ Bk×1 each of which is encoded

by a systematic (n, k) linear block code giving k encoded vectors c̃ ∈ Bn×1, where

n = k + p for p parity bits. The parity bits of each encoded vector c̃ are extracted

to form a parity vector p ∈ Bp×1, which is appended to the original information

vector k to form the transmitted codeword v ∈ B(a+p)×1. The transmission of all k

codewords corresponding to k information vectors, equates to the interleaver depth

k2. Fig.1 illustrates the general structure of the iVTC encoder.

When each information bit is repeated once (i.e., uniform repetition of degree 2),

this is equivalent to the regular TPC. This is so because, each information bit in

the degree 2 iVTC codeword has two extrinsic information values in the decoding

process which is similar to the regular TPC with two extrinsic information values per

information bit (one from the horizontal decoding and the other from the vertical

decoding). It will be shown in Section IV of this paper that the performance of

the TPC in [11] and the uniformly repeated iVTC of degree 2 have similar BER

versus Eb/N0 performance for large block sizes in an AWGN channel with slight

differences.

A fraction of the generated information bits is repeated d times (called the degree)

where d > 2. For example, with d = 5 the bits of higher degrees are well protected

because their a posteriori values include 5 extrinsic information bits instead of 2.

The non-uniform repetition divides the information bits into groups indexed by

i=1 , 2 , 3 ....., with each group having a certain number of repetitions di where

di=2 , 3 ,.....T , and T is the maximum number of repetition. The number of bits in

a group i is a fraction fi of the total number of information bits. The bits belonging

to group i are repeated di times by the non-uniform repetition. The output of the

repeater is then randomly interleaved and passed onto an encoder. Information

on the random interleaver, bit degree selection and their corresponding fractions

used in this paper is explained in Section III. The parity vector p∈ Bp×1 from the

block encoder and the original k∈ Ba×1information vector before the non-uniform

repetition are then transmitted in a block format, with the parity vector appended

to the information vector for systematic encoding. If k is the information vector, v

the transmitted vector and p the parity vector, then the following equations (1, 2

and 3) show the relationship between the average bit degree, the fractions fi and
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their various non-uniform repetition degrees di.

T∑
i=2

fi = 1. (1)

T∑
di=2

di.fi = d̈, (2)

where d̈ is the average bit degree.

r =
|k|

|k|+ |p|
. (3)

In (3), r is the code rate of the iVTC while |k| and |p| represents the length of

vectors k and p respectively. It should be noted that, the degrees (di) used in

constructing an iVTC are limited by the block size of its corresponding TPC. Let

us consider a systematic BCH code (n, k, ∂)where n is the codeword length, k the

number of information bits and ∂ the minimum hamming distance. In generating

the k information vector, there is a limit to the dimension of k that could be

generated and grouped before being repeated to give the required length for a given

systematic BCH code. For example, an iVTC derived from a (127, 120, 4) systematic

BCH code could have its k information vector as 1 by 60 bits, i.e., one row and

60 columns. Using a degree 2 repetition on vector k produces g, a 1 by 120 vector

(i.e., fraction fi = 1 and degree di = 2) with i indicating the group index. In this

case, we have only one group with its fraction fi (i.e., i=1and fi =1). This ensures

that g retains the original dimension of the TPC information block before encoding.

Before interleaving, |g| (i.e., the length of repeated information bits) number of rows

is stored with each row a 1 by 120 vector as explained earlier.

In this study, the number of rows of data bits stored equals the number of rows

in a regular TPC for fair comparison. More details on this are given in Section

IV, showing the sensitivity of the iVTC to the number of rows chosen. This then

produces an array of dimension 120 by 120. Random interleaving of this array is

then performed (for this example the interleaver depth is 120 x 120). Rows of the

interleaved (120 by 120) array is individually read out as vector h and separately

encoded using the (127,120, 4) systematic BCH code. Parity vector p from each

encoding is then attached to the originally generated k information bit vector for
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transmission. Before transmission, |h| (i.e., length of repeated information bits)

number of rows is again stored with each row a 1 by 67 vector. This example

produces a high rate ( 6067 = 0.896) iVTC of degree 2 with the information vector k,

a 1 by 60 vector and the transmit vector v, a 1 by 67 vector (parity vector pis 1 by 7).

In general, the repeated h vector should be equal to the original dimensions of the

TPC information block before encoding. In terms of block sizes, a (127,120)TPC,

i.e., a TPC encoded horizontally and vertically with a (127, 120, 4) BCH encoder

(i.e., each information bit is encoded twice), would require a block size of (127 x

127) with a code rate of 0.89 while a corresponding iVTC to the (127,120)TPC

described above would require a transmit block size of (120 x 67) with code rate

0.896 (i.e., ~ 0.9), where |h| equals 120 in this case.

Decoding the Irregular Vector Turbo Code (Section III)

This section gives a detailed description for the decoding of the iVTC consisting of

a non-uniform repetition block, a Log-MAP and an Extrinsic Computational Block

(ECB).

Iterative Decoder Structure

In this study, a modified BCJR algorithm, the Log-MAP algorithm, has been used

as the decoder for the regular TPC and the iVTC as originally proposed in [1] and

subsequently used in [7]. Firstly, the received codeword −→v ∈ B(a+p)×1 is demulti-

plexed into vectors
−→
k ∈ Ba×1 and −→p ∈ Bp×1, corresponding to the transmitted

k information and p parity bits, respectively.
−→
k is then repeated using the same

repetition pattern at the encoder to generate a vector −→g ∈ Bk×1. k such vector is

concatenated into a longer vector
−→
h ∈ Bk2

×1, which is randomly interleaved using

the same encoder interleaving pattern to form the vector ĥ ∈ Bk2
×1. Vector ĥ is

partitioned into k shorter vectors ĝ ∈ Bk×1 each of which is passed into the Log-

MAP decoder with its corresponding parity bits
→

p together with an initial a priori

value of equal probability, i.e., zero log likelihood vector a. Extrinsic information

vector e ∈ Bk×1 is then gleaned out from the Log-MAP decoder. k such vector

is concatenated into a longer vector e ∈ Bk2
×1, which is de-interleaved (using the

interleaving pattern from the encoder as a guide) to form the vector
∼

e ∈ Bk2
×1.

Vector
∼

e is partitioned into k shorter vectors ẽ ∈ Bk×1 before being passed into

the extrinsic computational block. At every iteration, each information bit of degree
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di will have a new extrinsic information value which is the product, or sum when

using the log likelihood values, of the other di−1 extrinsic information values. k such

vector are again concatenated into a longer vector ã ∈ Bk2
×1 , which is randomly

interleaved to form the vector a∈ Bk2
×1. Vector a is partitioned into k shorter

vectors a ∈ Bk×1 as new a priori values for the next decoding iteration. After the

final iteration, k such vectors are concatenated into a longer vector
∼

m ∈ Bk2
×1,

for a final de-interleaving to form the vector m ∈ Bk2
×1 and finally partitioned

into k shorter vectors k ∈ Bk×1. The repetition pattern is then removed from k for

comparison with the originally generated a× 1 information bits k.

Fig.2 depicts the decoding process where π and π
′

denote the interleaving and

de-interleaving functions, respectively.

In this paper, a different random interleaver pattern has been used for each block

of data to be interleaved. This implies that the random interleaver pattern used for

the first data block differs from the random interleaver used for the second data

block and so on, i.e., the random interleaver itself is seeded randomly.

In the extrinsic computational block depicted in Fig.2, the extrinsic information

at every kth bit Ejk with a degree of repetition of di is recalculated in the log domain

using (4).

Ejk =
di∑
l=1
l 6=k

Ejl. (4)

The EXIT Function of an Irregular Vector Turbo Code and its Area Property

The distance to capacity for a channel codec determines how efficient the channel

codec is. In this section, a description of the computation of the area underneath

an EXIT function is given. As stated earlier, the iVTC requires only one decoder,

as such, only one EXIT function can be derived from the decoding process, unlike

a typical iterative decoding process that required two decoders. In the latter case,

we derive two EXIT functions which are used to plot an EXIT chart. The EXIT

function of an iVTC can be used to determine how close the iVTC is to capacity

in bits per channel use. The area underneath the EXIT functions of the iVTCs

and their corresponding TPCs are calculated in Section IV together with their

corresponding attainable capacities. These values were then used to compute the
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distance between the attainable capacities and their corresponding throughput in

bits per channel use.

In Extrinsic Information Transfer charts (EXIT charts), transfer characteristics

based on mutual information are used to describe the flow of extrinsic information

through the soft-in/soft-out (SISO) constituent decoders of an iterative decoder. A

decoding trajectory is then used to visualize the exchange of extrinsic information

between the constituent decoders (i.e., the EXIT functions) [5]. In an iVTC, the

constituent code is a single BCH encoder which can be seen as the inner encoder in

a serially concatenated code, i.e., the BCJR decoder of the iVTC directly collects

the channel observation as is the case for an inner code of a serially concatenated

code. In [9], R.G Maunder and L. Hanzo showed that the EXIT chart of short block

lengths codes such as a BCH gives results that are very close to infinite length codes

with the use of EXIT band charts. That is, a slight variation occurs between the

EXIT chart of an infinite length block code and a short length block code that isn’t

significant.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram showing how the EXIT function of an iVTC

is computed where the letters ”a” to ”d” represents the various LLR ratios at

certain points of the schematic diagram. A priori values of a predetermined mutual

information between the transmitted and the received LLR is then sent into the

decoder and its corresponding extrinsic information for each mutual information of

the a priori is then calculated, given as de’- ca’ in Fig. 3. The mutual information

of these a priori values ranges from 0 to 1. A plot of all the predetermined mutual

information on the abscissa against its corresponding extrinsic information on the

ordinate gives the EXIT function.

In [2], the authors have shown that the area A underneath the EXIT function of

an inner code is given by equation (5).

A =
1∫
0

Ie(Ia) d Ia =
Imax (X ; Y )

Rin

, (5)

where Ie denotes the extrinsic output values, Ia the a priori input values, Ie a

function of Ia, i.e., Ie(Ia), Imax(X;Y) is the maximum mutual information trans-

fer between the transmitted symbol X and received symbol Y, also known as the

capacity, and Rin is the rate of the inner code. Ie which is a function of Ia is in-
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tegrated with respect to Ia (i.e., dIa). This implies that for a rate one inner code,

the area underneath the inner code equals the capacity (C) of the communication

channel. In cases where the inner code has a code rate less than unity, i.e., Rin< 1,

the area underneath the inner code is an attainable capacity (CA) (i.e., a slightly

lower capacity bound) which is slightly lower than the capacity of the communica-

tion channel as given by Maunder and Hanzo in [9]. In higher order modulations

the attainable capacity (CA), is given by (6) where M is the M-ary modulation

order [3].

CA = A × Rin × log2 M. (6)

Also,

CA = C = A × log2 M, when Rin = 1. (7)

The attainable capacity is the upper capacity bound in bits per channel use for any

inner code with its code rate less than one in a Gaussian modeled digital communi-

cations channel. The TPCs and the iVTCs used in this paper all possess inner code

rates less than one. In Section IV, the effective throughputs in bits per channel use

for each channel codec are compared to their corresponding attainable capacities to

determine the capacity loss for each channel codec for different modulation schemes.

Bit Degree Combination

Selecting an appropriate bit degree profile and its corresponding fraction is not

trivial since they depend on the block length of the code. At present, there is no

algorithmic means to derive the bit degree combination. However, from observation

it is highly recommended to have a fraction of the information bits repeated once

(degree 2 bits) as a substantial part of the bit degree profile. This fraction fi for the

degree 2 bits should also be within a certain neighborhood range for best observed

performance. Also for good performance, the number of groupings (see Section II)

should not exceed 3. A limiting factor to the number of bit degrees (apart from

degree 2) and their frequency of repetition is the number of information bits in the

linear code also explained in Section II. In general, it was observed that the degree

2 profile must have its fraction fi between 75% and 99% of the original information

bits while the remaining fraction is shared between degrees which vary depending
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on the modulation scheme. A degree 2 repetition for say 60% of the information

block matrix has been observed to produce a BER performance in the iVTC worse

than its equivalent TPC. With respect to the above explanation a good bit degree

combination would have 90% of the information block matrix with a degree profile

of 2, another 6% of the information block matrix with a degree profile of 3, while

the remaining 4% of the information block matrix would have a degree profile of

4. Table 2 in Section IV shows the various iVTCs used in this paper together with

their degree profiles and their corresponding fractions fi. In recent publications on

irregular codes, there is no algorithmic means of determining the initial bit degree

selection, rather what exists are programs used to close the tunnel gaps in irregular

codes. However, the iVTC is constructed from block codes of fixed length, the

irregular repeat of bits must fit the available block length. This in turn significantly

increases the challenge of developing an algorithm. The search for an algorithmic

means of determining fi is the topic of future research.

Simulation Results and Discussion (Section IV)

This section illustrates and discusses the system BER performance and the through-

put curve of the iVTC in comparison to the regular TPC. Simulation of the system

was done using MATLAB for an AWGN channel. In this study, a single decode

iteration of an iVTC consists of only one Log-MAP calculation whereas in a TPC

a single decode iteration consists of two Log-MAP calculations. Thus two decode

iterations in an iVTC is equivalent to a single decode iteration in the TPC. In this

study, the block length of the regular TPC is twice the block length for the “degree

2” iVTC. As stated earlier in Section II, the BER performance in AWGN of the

Turbo Product Code in [11] and its equivalent uniform repetition of degree 2 is only

the same for large block lengths (i.e. block lengths > 120 bits). Simulation results

showing the BER versus Eb/N0 curve have been plotted for an AWGN channel using

the BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM modulation schemes as well as using dif-

ferent iVTC and TPC block sizes to illustrate the coding gain of the iVTC over its

equivalent TPC. Also, plotted is the throughput (S) in bits per channel use for the

various IVTCs and TPCs in different modulation schemes (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM

and the 64QAM) versus the signal power to noise power ratio (SNR), illustrating

a more efficient bandwidth usage in the iVTC over its equivalent TPC. In terms of
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computational complexity, the number of operations required to achieve a low BER

in the TPC and the iVTC were also compared. Each bit in the decoding Log-MAP

trellis requires 23 mathematical operations. Firstly, an operation is required to add

the received channel information to the a priori values. This is followed by a single

operation required to calculate the branch transition probability for each bit. Seven

operations are then required for the forward recursion calculation per bit. This in-

cludes the exact Jacobian logarithm for the Log-MAP approximation. The same

number of operations is also required for the backward recursion. A single opera-

tion is then required to calculate the a posteriori transition log-confidences. Lastly

six operations are required to calculate the a posteriori log-likelihood values which

also include a Jacobian operation. On the other hand, the extrinsic computational

block requires four mathematical operations per bit, i.e., two operations to calcu-

late the original length of the repeated bits, an operation to group the bits into the

various groups i, and an operation to sum them. The above explanation then gives

a total of 1449, 2921 and 5865 operations for a Log-MAP decoding in a (63, 57),

(127, 120) and (255, 247)TPC, respectively. Table 1 shows the number of decoding

operations required for convergence in the various iVTCs and TPCs taking into

account the number of iterations. Table 1 also shows that, twelve iVTCs require

fewer operations in comparison to the their corresponding TPCs, with a significant

41.3% reduction in the number of operations required in the QPSK (108, 100)iVTC

coupled with a coding gain of up to 0.98 dB over its corresponding TPC (see Table

2). Also, two iVTCs require about the same number of operations in comparison to

their corresponding TPCs, with six iVTCs requiring a higher number of operations

in comparison to their corresponding TPCs. This shows that a good number of the

iVTCs require fewer operations to converge on a low BER.

Table 2 shows the length of information vector k and the transmit vector v used

for the various fractions fi and degrees di for the iVTCs together with the minimum

Eb/N0 in dB required to achieve a probability of error ≤10−5 for the TPC in com-

parison to the iVTC. The various fractionsfi and degrees di used for the iVTCs in

this study are the most effective combinations found in terms of BER performance.

The performance of the TPCs and their equivalent iVTCs were firstly, evaluated in

terms of BER versus Eb/N0 and then in terms of throughput in bits per channel use
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versus SNR. These metrics have been evaluated for four different digital modulation

schemes, namely; BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM.

Fig.4 shows the BER performance of the (63, 57)TPC in comparison to its equiv-

alent iVTC for BER values up to 10−5. The results show that the (63, 57)TPC rate

0.82 code performs slightly better than the (26, 20)iVTC rate 0.77 code by 0.25

dB at a BER of 10−5in a BPSK scheme. In the case of higher order modulation

schemes, e.g., QPSK and 16QAM, the coding gain at a BER of 10−5 for the (26,

20)iVTC increases to 0.05 dB and 0.64 dB respectively, over the rate 0.82 TPC.

The largest recorded coding gain over the TPC is the (26, 20)IVTC for a 64QAM

modulation scheme, with a significant 1.37 dB coding gain at a BER of 10−5 as

shown in Fig. 4. Early error floors in the rate (26, 20)iVTC are observed in the

BER plots of Fig.4. These early error floors do not occur in larger block length

iVTCs as illustrated in Figs.5 and 6 which show the BER performance of the (127,

120) and (255, 247)TPCs in comparison to its equivalent iVTCs.

For these larger block sizes, the rate 0.85 and 0.88 iVTCs have higher coding gains

than the rate 0.89 TPC for all four modulation schemes investigated. We observed

that, the iVTCs for the 64QAM modulation schemes recorded the highest coding

gain over its corresponding TPC for most of the codes. Similarly, the iVTCs for the

16QAM modulation scheme recorded a higher coding gain over the TPC for the

QPSK and BPSK modulation schemes. This underpins the strength of an irregular

code with its error correcting capabilities in higher order modulation schemes. The

irregular code due to its unequal protection of information bits, recovers most of its

original (generated transmitted) information bits at the receiver earlier than other

information bits during iterative decoding, thereby enhancing the correct decoding

of the remaining information bits. This means that for higher order modulation

schemes such as the 64QAM which has a high noise level, the iVTC is able to

recover the originally transmitted bits better than the 16QAM with a lower noise

level. The degree 2 iVTC with a code rate of 0.90 (67, 60)iVTC corresponding to the

(127, 120)TPC has a very similar performance in comparison to the rate 0.89(127,

120)TPC with respect to distance to capacity as shown in Table 3. In the case of the

(108, 100)iVTC (corresponding to the (255, 247)TPC), BER performance shown in

Fig. 6, the iVTC with code rate 0.93 records as much as 1 dB coding gain over its

equivalent rate 0.94 TPC in a QPSK modulation scheme.
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The BER versus Eb/N0 sensitivity to interleaver depth for the iVTC is examined,

with the view of comparing the BER performance of the iVTCs for different in-

terleaver depths. The comparison is made in the QPSK modulation scheme. The

investigation was performed on the current interleaver depth of (57 by 20), (120 by

40) and (247 by 100) corresponding to the (26, 20), (47, 40) and the (108, 100)iVTC,

respectively. This was done by increasing their interleaver depths by 25% and then

decreasing them by 25% and 50%. The results show that an increase in the in-

terleaver depth for the (47,40)iVTC from (120 by 40) to (150 by 40) (i.e., 25%

increment) resulted to a coding gain slightly larger than the (120 by 40) interleaver

depth. On the other hand, a reduction in the interleaver depth from (120 by 40) to

(90 by 40) and (60 by 40) (i.e., 25% and 50% reduction) resulted to an appreciable

coding loss with respect to the (120 by 40) interleaver depth. The same analysis can

be said for the (108, 100) and the (26, 20)iVTCs where the larger interleaver depth

resulted in a slightly larger coding gain with the smaller interleaver depth resulting

in an appreciable coding loss with respect to their original interleaver depth. This

relatively makes the original interleaver depth a better option in terms of BER

performance versus complexity since complexity is also a function of the interleaver

depth.

The throughput per channel use is given by S = R × (log2 M) (1−BLER),

where R is the rate of the code, BLER the block error rate and M the M-ary order

of the modulation scheme. A block in the TPC is the size of the original information

bits (k x k), while a block in the iVTC consists of h rows of k information bits,

i.e., h x k.

The behavioral patterns of the throughput curves in Figs.7, 8 and 9 for the iVTC

and the TPC in an AWGN channel show a continuous coding gain of the iVTCs

over their corresponding TPCs in all four modulation schemes investigated. This is

so because the iVTCs have converged to a very low probability of error before the

TPCs can achieve any appreciable throughput value. An exception to this is the

degree 2 iVTC with the same throughput performance as the TPC as shown in Fig.

8. The Shannon capacity curve shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 was calculated by (8).

C

B
= log2

(
1 +

S

N

)
bit/s/Hz. (8)
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In Section III, (6) was used to compute the attainable capacity CA of the channel

for a TPC where Rin is the rate of the inner code, which is also the code rate seen

by the Log-MAP decoder at the receiver section, i.e., (n, k) (where n is the block

length and k, the information bit length, making the code rate seen by the Log-

MAP decoder k
n
). In the case of the iVTC, there is no inner code as such, hence

the rate Rinused in (6) for the case of the iVTC is the same as the code rate seen

by the Log-MAP decoder for the iVTC, i.e., k
n
.

Table 4 shows the distance in bits per channel use between the various codes

(TPC and iVTC) and their corresponding attainable capacities computed from

their EXIT functions. From Table 4, the iVTC with larger block sizes are closer

to the attainable channel capacity in comparison to their corresponding TPCs (an

exception is the (108, 100)iVTC in a BPSK modulation scheme). The (47, 40), (57,

50), (67, 60) and the (108, 100)iVTCs give good performance due to their large block

sizes and the extra protection offered to certain information bits by the repetition

code. In comparison to the best known LDPC codes (regular and irregular), the

iVTC requires a far smaller number of iterations to converge to a low BER as

reported in [3], [13] and [8]. Also the iVTC has a higher rate in comparison to well

known LDPC codes. In [3] Divsalar et al. reported a well known (8176, 7156) LDPC

code for a BPSK modulation scheme and code rate 0.875 that converged at 3.78

dB at a BER of 10−5. This result was originally reported in [13]. In comparison

to an equivalent iVTC code rate 0.88, the iVTC requires an Eb/N0 value of 3.6

dB, resulting in a coding gain of 0.18 dB. The iVTC also requires 10 iterations in

comparison to the reported 50 iterations required for the LDPC code rate 0.875.

In terms of code length, the iVTC’s are about half the length of the LDPC codes

reported by the authors in [3], [13] and [8]. Also in [12], irregular LDPC code of rates

0.75, 0.8, 0.83 and 0.857 with 50 iterations requires an Eb/N0 of 4.3 dB, 4.4 dB, 4.45

dB and 4.6 dB, respectively, to converge to a low bit error rate of 10−5 for a BPSK

modulation scheme. In comparison to the iVTC, the iVTC of rates 0.77, 0.85, 0.88,

0.90 and 0.93 requires an Eb/N0 of 3.6 dB, 3.4 dB, 3.6 dB, 3.8 dB and 4.16 dB,

respectively, as well as requiring only 6, 6, 10, 17 and 10 iterations, respectively, in

order to converge to a low bit error rate of 10−5 for a BPSK modulation scheme.

The new iVTC previously termed an irregular Block Turbo Code [17], like the

TPC, is a high rate code, thereby saving bandwidth during transmission and en-
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suring efficient bandwidth utilization. This is so because, for every channel use,

the parity bits present in high rate codes are low in comparison to the information

bits, thereby ensuring maximum utilization of the channel for information pur-

poses. Potential applications of the iVTCs are in digital communication channels

with Gaussian noise such as fixed Broadband (point to point and point to multi-

point), VSAT modems (data and voice), optical fiber communication systems and

other microwave point to point links.

Conclusion (Section V)

In this paper a novel, irregular Vector Turbo Code (iVTC) for Gaussian noise

systems, is presented for the first time. The new channel codec is a high speed

channel codec. The iVTC is also a flexible channel codec in terms of construction.

The iVTC is closer to Shannon’s capacity in comparison to the existing Turbo

Product Code and capable of converging to a very low probability of error (10−5)

at a significant coding gain of 1.28 dB for the (127, 120)iVTC over its corresponding

TPC for 64QAM modulation. This ensures a large energy savings over a long period

of time with the use of the iVTC over its corresponding TPC. Equally important

is the lower complexity of the iVTC over the equivalent TPC, as the iVTC in

some cases requires almost 46% fewer operations to achieve a low BER. In general,

the proposed iVTC due to its extra protection of information bits performs no

worse and frequently much better than the existing TPC. The authors are currently

investigating the BER performance of the new iVTC in a multipath wireless channel.
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Figures

Figure 1 Encoding structure of the irregular Vector Turbo Code.
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Figure 2 Iterative decoding structure of an Irregular Vector Turbo Code.
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Figure 3 Schematic of an IrregularVector Turbo Code arrangement in plotting an EXIT function.

The corresponding LLR sequences used in the receiver is indicated using an apostrophe. A

subscript of ”a” indicates a priori information, while a subscript of ”e” is used for extrinsic

information.
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Figure 4 (63, 57)TPC and equivalent iVTC BER versus Eb/N0 for BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and

64QAM.
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Figure 5 (127, 120)TPC and equivalent iVTC BER versus Eb/N0 for BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and

64QAM.
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Figure 6 (255, 247)TPC and equivalent iVTC BER versus Eb/N0 for BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and

64QAM.
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Figure 7 (63, 57)TPC and equivalent iVTC throughput per channel use versus SNR. S represents

bits/channel use.
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Figure 8 (127,120)TPC and equivalent iVTC throughput per channel use versus SNR. S

represents bits/channel use.
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Figure 9 (255,247)TPC and equivalent iVTC throughput per channel use versus SNR. S

represents bits/channel use.
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Tables

Table 1 Number of operations required to achieve a low BER in the TPCs and the iVTCs.

Code Mod
Iterations Operations

%∆
TPC iVTC/R TPC iVTC

(63,57)

BPSK 3 6/0.77 8694 10206 -17.3

QPSK 7 9/0.77 20286 15309 24.5

16QAM 8 7/0.77 23184 11907 48.6

64QAM 2 4/0.77 5796 6804 -17.3

(127,120)

BPSK 5

17/0.90

29210

55233 -89.0

10/0.88 32490 -11.2

6/0.85 19494 33.2

QPSK 10

11/0.90

58420

35739 38.8

38/0.88 123462 -111.3

18/0.85 58482 -0.1

16QAM 10

14/0.90

58420

45486 22.1

13/0.88 42237 27.7

16/0.85 51984 11.0

64QAM 7

9/0.90

40894

29241 28.4

13/0.88 42237 3.2

14/0.85 45486 -11.2

(255,247)

BPSK 11 10/0.93 129030 68850 46.6

QPSK 15 15/0.93 175950 103275 41.3

16QAM 10 17/0.93 117300 117045 0.2

64QAM 8 11/0.93 93840 75735 19.2

*The (63, 57), (127, 120)and (255, 247)TPC have fixed code rates of 0.82, 0.89 and 0.94,

respectively. %∆ in the table stands for the percentage change in the decoding operations

with respect to TPC, R the iVTC code rate, operations as the number of operations and

Mod as Modulation.
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Table 2 Comparison between the required Eb/N0 for TPC and iVTC to achieve a low BER (10−5) in

an AWGN channel.

Code Modulation TPC

Eb/N0

(dB)

iVTC

Eb/N0

(dB)

K, N

(iVTC)

iVTC Bit degree&

(fractions)

(63,57)

BPSK 3.35 3.60 20, 26 2(0.9),10(0.05)

11(0.05)

QPSK 3.55 3.50 20, 26 2(0.85), 5(0.1)

13(0.05)

16QAM 7.04 6.40 20, 26 2(0.85), 7(0.05)

8(0.1)

64QAM 12.55 11.18 20, 26 2(0.80), 7(0.15)

4(0.05)

(127,120)

BPSK 3.69

3.80 60, 67 2(1)

3.60 50, 57 2(0.9) 6(0.1)

3.40 40, 47 2(0.9), 7(0.05)

17(0.05)

QPSK 5.10

5.15 60, 67 2(1)

4.80 50, 57 2(0.9) 6(0.1)

4.30 40, 47 2(0.9), 7(0.05)

17(0.05)

16QAM 7.78

7.90 60, 67 2(1)

7.30 50, 57 2(0.96) 12(0.04)

7.10 40, 47 2(0.9) 12(0.1)

64QAM 12.48

12.10 60, 67 2(1)

11.50 50, 57 2(0.98) 22(0.02)

11.20 40, 47 2(0.9), 9(0.05)

15(0.05)

(255,247)

BPSK 4.24 4.16 100,108 2(0.97),18(0.02)

17(0.01)

QPSK 8.13 7.15 100,108 2(0.97),19(0.02)

15(0.01)

16QAM 10.06 9.45 100,108 2(0.97),19(0.02)

15(0.01)

64QAM 14.47 13.59 100,108 2(0.97),19(0.02)

15(0.01)
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Table 3 Distances to Capacity for TPCs and iVTCs.

Code Modulation D(TPC) (dB) D(iVTC) (dB) iVTC code rate

(63, 57)

BPSK 1.30 1.58 0.77

QPSK 1.34 1.42 0.77

16QAM 1.71 1.99 0.77

64QAM 3.64 3.66 0.77

(127,120 )

BPSK 0.61

0.49 0.90

0.60 0.88

1.46 0.85

QPSK 2.02

2.00 0.90

1.93 0.88

1.74 0.85

16QAM 1.35

1.41 0.90

1.05 0.88

1.30 0.85

64QAM 2.25

1.82 0.90

1.58 0.88

1.78 0.85

(255, 247)

BPSK 0.28 0.53 0.93

QPSK 4.26 3.53 0.93

16QAM 2.70 2.41 0.93

64QAM 3.47 2.64 0.93

*The (63, 57), (127, 120)and (255, 247)TPCs have fixed code rates of 0.82, 0.89 and 0.94, respectively.

D(TPC), D(iVTC) in the table represents, the distance to capacity for the TPC and the iVTC in dB,

respectively.
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Table 4 Distance to capacity in bits per channel use for TPC and iVTC.

Code Modulation D(TPC) D(iVTC)

(63, 57)

BPSK 0.05 0.10

QPSK 0.10 0.20

16QAM 0.22 0.31

64QAM 0.44 0.54

(127, 120)

BPSK 0.04

0.03

0.04

0.05

QPSK 0.10

0.09

0.10

0.13

16QAM 0.16

0.12

0.16

0.20

64QAM 0.24

0.15

0.27

0.20

(255,247)

BPSK 0.04 0.10

QPSK 0.91 0.40

16QAM 1.15 0.22

64QAM 0.96 0.47

*D(TPC), D(iVTC) in the table represent, the distance to attainable capacity for the TPC and the

iVTC in bits per channel use, respectively.


